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ABSTRACT
Psychology, robotic and virtual agents communities commonly
claim that to enable natural interaction to take place within dyad
of agents, the dyad must be the siege of dynamical coupling: to
give to their partners a feeling of natural interaction, interactants
be human, robotic or virtual, must be able to make the dynamic
of their behaviour emerge both from their own internal states and
from their partner’s behaviours. However, most virtual agents en-
gines for interactions model communication as a step by stepphe-
nomenon, where pre-scripted signals and corresponding feedbacks
alternate. We propose here an agent architecture which generates
non-verbal behaviours in live, influenced by both the internal state
of the agent and the continuously incoming reaction of its partner.
This architecture enables an agent facing either another agent or a
human, to emphasise shared behaviours (calledSnowball effect), to
decrease un-shared behaviours as well as to align dynamically with
its partner’s behaviour.
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1. MODEL PRINCIPLES
During a dyadic interaction, partners’ behaviours are influenced

by both their internal state and the continuously incoming reac-
tions of their partner. When a behaviour is triggered (a smile, a
head-nod) how its dynamics will develop through time is not de-
fined ahead of time: decay, emphasis or complete change of the
behaviour will depend on the course of the interaction, influenced
by the live partner’s reactions.

In virtual agent systems, such a dynamical coupling capability is
still lacking even though it is necessary for the occurrenceof natural
interactions [9]. Implementing coupling capabilities require to deal
with dynamic adaptation of agent animation in real-time [3,4, 6].
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The model of live generation of interactive non-verbal be-
haviours that we propose, is implemented in a Neural Network
(NN) simulator (Leto/Prometheus (developed in the ETIS lab. by
Gaussier et al. [2])) interfaced with a virtual agent engine(the lis-
tener agent Greta and its backchannels engine proposed by Bevac-
qua and Pelachaud [1] and implemented in the SEMAINE platform
for Sensitive Artificial Listners (SAL) [8]).

We propose here an agent architecture which generates non-
verbal behaviours (head movements and multimodal sequential ex-
pressions)on the fly, influenced by both the internal state of the
agent and the continuously incoming reaction of its partner. The
resulting behaviour of a dyad of agents having such an architecture
is asnowball effecton shared behaviours (when coupling occurs),
a decay of not-shared behaviours (when coupling is disrupted), the
ability for the two agents involved in the interaction to evaluate
their partners engagement by detectingsnowball effects.

Our model relies on the three properties of every natural com-
munication described bellow:

P1 - Interaction feedbacks modify the course of actions on
the fly. If the feedbacks from interaction partner are not fast enough
regarding the action length, coupling and synchrony cannotoccur
between partners [6]. In our architecture, the agent which performs
the action can have feedbacks concerning this action while s/he
is performing the action: the action is commonly built by agent’s
intentions and partner’s feedbacks.

P2 - Perception-Action mapping. There is a natural/structural
tendency to imitate the other and to better perceive the other when
s/he imitates you.
This mapping has two components: first a default mirror mapping;
second a mapping between different actions (cf.backchannels[3]).

P3 - Action are built as interpolated sequences of basic el-
ements. Niewiadomski et al. [5] indicates that to be able to con-
vey subtle emotional states, Multimodal Sequential Expressions are
needed.
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Figure 1: Scheme of the interactive loop within the dyad.



A Snowball Effecton shared actions and a decrease of non-
shared actions result from P1 and P2 (see Fig.1 for a principle
scheme of a dyad of agents implementing P1 and P2).

2. SNOWBALL EFFECT
We assume here and model the fact that during dialogue, se-

quences of emotional signals (P3) are induced by the coupling and
the mutual reinforcement occurring between agents (P1 and P2).
Let us consider the example of polite vs friendly smile: if you smile
politely to somebody who smiles back at you but more friendly,
without interruption, your smile could evolve in a friendlysmile as
well (see Fig.2).
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Figure 2: Snowball effect of shared actions. (a) Example of
dynamics which would be obtained for smile depending on
agents’action contingency. Solid line is for Agent1’s activa-
tion of smile, dotted line is for Agent2’s (b) Politeness smile to
amusement smile transition on one of the two agents: frames
are generated on the fly.

We model P3 enabling agents to recruit a sequence of basic fa-
cial signalson the fly, depending on the emphasize of their own
actions induced by P1 and P2: in our example when facial signals
corresponding to apolite smileare emphasized enough, new sig-
nals, corresponding tofriendly smileare triggered.
The sequence of emotional signals is not pre-defined but is mainly
induced by the mutual reinforcement between agents: the mutual
reinforcement occurring when agents perform contingent actions,
leads to a specific shared sequence of actions(see Fig.2(a)).

Fig.2(b) shows what the animation from polite to amusement
smile looks like with our architecture for live generation of be-
haviour: the frames are computedon the fly, they are structurally
building a single continuous behaviour.

3. CONCLUSION
The resulting behaviour of a dyad of agents having such an ar-

chitecture (i.e. implementing of the three properties P1, interaction
feedbacks modify the course of actionson the fly; P2, perception-
action mapping; P3, action are built as sequences of basic elements)
is a snowball effecton shared behaviours and a decrease of non-
shared behaviours: perception directly influences action;actions
last long enough to enable several perceptions to influence them.

This behaviour of the dyad has a direct impact on the interac-
tants’ sensitivity to their rapport:snowball effectoccurs only if in-

teractants share a common state and if they are both aware of each
other (cross-perception). That makes the occurrence of thesnow-
ball effect a marker of the dyadic state and particularly of partners
contingency [7]. To know if whether or not they have an effective
interaction, agents can directly observe their own sequential ex-
pressions dynamics: novelty and complex sequences is equivalent
to high coupling and exchange between partners.

At short term, our aim is to test this architecture between anagent
and a human. Snowball effect would be enabled giving to interac-
tants a cue of their level of contingency.

Demos of thesnowball effectobtained with our architecture an
be seen on:
http://www.tsi.telecom-paristech.fr/mm/?p=778.
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